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O F  INDUCTION 

solved Hume's problem of the 
t his argurnents have not proved persuasive 

most other philosophers. The majority of those who addressed the 
, for one reason or another, that it is a pseudo-problem. 
of articles during the 1950s and 1961)s 1 tried to refute this 
11 believe it is incorrect - that the problem of justification 

profoundly important problem - but 1 
not rehearse that issue here. In this article 1 shall first discuss 

the problems confronting it. 1 shall then 
tion that in one way or another pursue 

aintain, Reichenbach's program can 
certain additional considerations, a crucial one of which 

found in his own writings. 

1. REICHENBACH'S J U S T I F I ~ A T I O N  

f the key steps in Reichenbach's solution to the problem of 
on was his recognition that what is needed is the justification of 

proof of a factual proposition such as the uniformity of 
t ~ r e . ~  He realized, in addition, that it is impossible to justify the rule 
question by proving that it will always, or even sometimes, yield true 

ven true premises. He argued, nevertheless, that his rule 
hould be adopted because one has everything to gain 

to lose by employing it. Although successful prediction 
anteed, he argued, if any method works the nile of 

s argument is rather similar to 
a proposition but rather 
nbach characterized his 

s strongly sympathetic to Reichenbach's ap- 
two kinds of justification, 

O). One validates a rule or prop- 
amental principle. In deductive 
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TABLE 1 ent success, for the consistent success of any noninductive method 
Nature is d o r m  Natore is not uniform 

induction is used Success Failure 
transpire, that regularity 

induction is not used Success or failure Failure 
- - _ ,  - 

- I . . . , we codd use induction to predict that such 
logic, for example, the rule of conditional proof is validated by means dictions will continue to be accurate. It would not be f d s h  to 
of the deduction theorem, which shows that any conclusion deduced tbe placing of bets. Therefore, Reichenbach 
through use of conditional proof can be deduced without appeal to that uniform the user of inductive reawning is 
d e .  Obviously, the most fundamental niles cannot be validated. If off than anyone who uses any other method. Consequently, 
they can be justified at all, it must be by vindication. One vindicates a and nothing to lose by employing inductive 
mle by showing that its use is well suited to thq achievement of some 
aim we have. The rules of propositional logic'. &n be vindicated by 
showing them to be truth-preserving. Their use fulfills our desire to from excessive vagueness. How uniform 
avoid denving false conclusions from true premises. 

Since Reichenbach's justification of induction does not consist in the 
derivation of the d e  of induction from a more fundamental rule, his 
pragmatic justification qualiíies as a vindication. Our goal is to make 
correct predictions of future events (or more generally, to make correct ng pragmatic argument (1949, Sec. 
inferences from observed phenomena to as yet unobserved phenom- utlerYs famous aphorism or not, he 
ena). He argues roughly as follows (see Table I ) . ~  AS Hume has shown, very pide of life. The fundamental 
we cannot know whether nature is uniform or not. If we are fortunate to be *dicated is the acquiring 
and nature is uniform then tbe use of induction will fulñil our goal. uch as he advocated the limiting 
This does not mean that every prediction will be correct, but we wiU , the goal is the ascertainment 
be successful on the whole. If we are unlucky and nature turns out not uencies in potentially infinite 
to be uniform we may fail miserably. Perhaps there will be a few lucky equence of events, and any 
guesses, but overall we will suffer failure in our attempts at prediction. that can meaningfully be predicated of its members, we can 

Suppose, instead, that we do not use induction. This might happen to ascertain its limiting frequency in that sequence. There is, 
in either of two ways. In the first place, we rnight simply refuse to make urse, no a pnon guarantee that the limit in question exists. If it 
any inferences at all. This alternative obviously fails whether nature is in fact, exist, then nature is uniform in that respect. The probabil- 
uniform or not. Nothing ventured, nothing gained. In the second place, 
we might try some different method for making predictions, for exam- precisely that uniformity. If 
ple, making wild guesses, consulting a crystal gazer, orlbelieving what rs in the sequence does not 
is found in Chinese fortune cookies. If nature exhibits uniformities, any verge to any limit, nature faiis to be uniform in the pertinent respect. 
of these methods might work, but there is no guarantee of success. If n order tomake the notion of using niduction more precise, Reichen- 
nature is uniform, then, it seems clear that induction is the best method, ch offers his d e  of utdwtion. which may be formulated as foilows: 
for it is bound to work on the whole, whereas the others may or may 
not be successful. If an observed initial section consisting of n members of a 

But what if nature is not uniform? In that case, no method can yield sequence of As contains m elements with the attnbute B 
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TABLE 11 but it has severe drawbacks, including the fact that it is not an admissible 
seqiience has a iimit Sequence has m h i t  lnterpretation of the probability calcul~s.~ Since the controversy over 

~ndsetion k used success Failure these interpretations is beyond the scope of this paper, 1 shali adopt 
lndnaion~snotd  success or failwe Failwe Reichenbach's position for purposes of argument herein. 

Another objection arises from the fact that, with respect to any given 
lequence, we cannot predict how far we must go before reaching posits 

POSIT THAT the limit of the relative frequency of B in A Chat are accurate to any particular degree. Moreover, even if we have 
lies within interval mln 2 6. ved at that point, we have no way of knowing that we are there. 

al1 we can ever know, a sequence might not begin to converge until 
It is to be understood that nothing is known about the probability of initial section containing billions upon biliions of members had 
B within A beyond the observed frequency of B iq the-specified initial psed. One can only hope that convergence occurs reasonably rapidly, 
section of the sequence. Moreover, the rule is to be used repeatedly convergente that occurs too slowly for the benefit of human investi- 
as larger and larger initial sections of the sequen& are observed. The tors is no better than complete lack of convergence. Reichenbach, 
size of 6 is detennined by pragrnatic aspects of the context - the degree d John venn7 before him, stated clearly that the infinite sequence is 
of precision required in that situation. Looking at the problem in terms mathematical idealization of a very large ñnite class, much as the 
of these more precise concepts, we may offer a reñned version of Table uclidean plane is an idealization of a large surface that is approxi- 
1 (see Table 11). flat. Reichenbach (1949, 347-48, 447-48) calied specific atten- 

Given the precise formulation of the rule of induction, Reichenbach this issue by introducing the concept of the practica1 limit. 

, 
points out, it is an immediate consequence of the mathematical defi- ere are obviously many ways of attempting to ascertain the value 
nition of the limit of a sequence that, if the limit exists, repeated the limiting frequency of a sequence - assuming it exists - that may 
application of that rule wili lead sooner or later to posits that are may not yield approximately correct esults. One could, for instance, 
accurate to any desired degree of approximation; moreover, further 

4 a lot of rational fractions between zero and one on slips of paper, 
posits, based upon larger and larger observed initial sections of that them in a hat, mix them well, and draw one out. One could then 
sequence, will continue to be at least that accurate. Thus, he argues, that the number drawn is within 6 of the actual limit. Still assuming 
it is an analytic truth that if success in ascertaining a limit is possibk t the sequence has a limit, there is no proof that this method will 
his rule of Utduction will yield success. If no limit exists, obviously no k, but there is no proof that it will. Another example is the 
method will succeed. This is his argument to establish the first row of -inductive rule discussed, but not advocated, by Max Black 
Table 11. ) - according to which one posits that the relative frequency of 

Various objections have been raised against this part of Reichen- -B in the observed sample, (n - m)ln, is approximately equal to 
bach's argument. Some authors have questioned the presumption that limiting frequency. In any case in which the limiting frequency is 
ascertainment of limits of relative frequencies can seriously be con- near 112, the persistent use of this method is guaranteed to yield 
sidered a goal of human inquiry.' The first ques$on to ask, it seems to its that do not approximate the limiting frequency. In my view, 
me, is whether knowledge of the objective physical probability relations chenbach's convergenp argument is sufficient to show the superior- 
that obtain in the world is an aim of our endeavor. With Bishop Butler's of his rule of induction to either of these noninductive methods. The 
aphorism in mind, 1 think the answer must be m a t i v e .  The next nter-inductive rule dan, incidentally, be rejected on 0 t h  grounds as 
question concems the appropriate interpretation of physical prouabili- 1, for it yields radically incoherent sets of probability values.' 
ties. Reichenbach, of course, adopted the limiting frequency interpreta- nfortunately for Reichenbach's attempted pragmatic justification, 
tion. Nowadays the so-called propensity interpretation is more popular, re exists a nondenumerably infinite set of rules each of which shares 

t 
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TABLE 111 more likely to be true. This is inductive simplicity. In such cases there 
Seqnenee has a h i t  ~equence has no Umit evidente, not in our possession as yet, to undermine at least one of 

Rale ol iaducüon ered Su- Failure Cm. They are not observationally equivalent. 
Other asymptotic rnle useü Success Faüure Descriptive simplicity comes into play when we have two or more 
~ m p t o t i t  metbod useü Success or failure . Failure ories that are observationaily equivaient. The most vivid example 

ses in his theory of space and geometry. He maintained that the 

the convergente property of his d e  of induction. He was Euliy aware ysical space of our universe can be described equally adequately by 
of this set; he called them mFmptotic rules. These ru?es can be charac- clidean geometry augmented by a suitable set of universal forces or 

terized as foliows: 
a non-Euclidean geometry without universal forces. Given such a 
r of descriptions, either both are true or both are false. There is no 

If an observed initial section consisting of n members of a cal or factual difference between them. In company with 
sequence of As contains m elements with the attribute B in, he maintains, we choose the description that eschews universal 
POSIT THAT the h i t  of the relative frequency of B in rces, but it is a matter of aesthetics or inteliectual economy. Tnith 
A lies within the interval (m/n  + c,) r 6, where c, +O as falsity does not enter into the-choice. 
n -00. Reichenbach claimed that, since ali of the asymptotic rules, including 

rule of induction, converge to the same limits in the long run, they 
We may think of c, as a 'corrective term' that modifies the observed empirically equivalent. We are free to choose the rule of induction 
frequency for the sake of a 'better posit'. Because the sequence of ause it is the descriptively simplest rule in the set of asymptotic 
posits endorsed by any d e  of this type converges to the sequence of . It appears, however, that a serious lapse has occurred in his 
posits endorsed by the rule of induction, both sequences will converge nt. We noted at the outset that he placed great emphasis upon 
to the actual limiting frequency provided that such a limit exists. The that what stands in need of justification is not a statement but, 
situation is shown in Table 111. er, a rule. Clearly, both inducti* and descriptive simplicity apply 

In view of this circumstance, Reichenbach cannot claim that his rule to selections among statements, not to selections among d e s .  If 
of induction is the d y  rule that is guaranteed to succeed if any method henbach's claim about the equivalente of all asymptotic rules has 
can succeed; any of the asymptotic rules will succeed if success is merit at all, it must refer to equivalence "in the long run". Accord- 
posible. He realized, moreover, that it is irnpossible to show that his famous aphorism of J. M. Keynes, in the long run we will al1 
d e  of induction will yield faster convergence than any others of the . If we look at the asymptotic rules in terms of human appli- 

asymptotic If his d e  of induction is to be justified, some ad- n, they are as radically nonequivaient as any rules could be. 
equate reason must be given to prefer it to the other aspptotic rules. ichenbach's attempt to vindicate his nile of induction camot be 
He was fully aware of that fact, and he offered a justiiication that he dered successful. 1 

considered sufficient. From the entire class of asymptotic d e s ,  he said, 
we select the rule of induction on grounds of descriptive signplicity 

f '  

't 
2. SALMON'S ATTEMPT TO FILL THE GAP 

(1949, p. 447). 
Reichenbach had distinguished two types of simplicity: inductive and n 1 realized that the counter-inductive rule runs into incoherence, 

descriptive (1938, Sec. 42). Suppose we have two hypotheses, onc urred to me that the same consideration imposed a serious con- 
simpler, the other more complex, both of which are compatible with t on Reichenbach's 'corrective term' c,. Any asymptotic rule in 
ali of our observations up to the present. They are, however, factuall~ c, is a function of n done will lead to the same sort of incoherente 
distinct; indeed, they are mutually incompatible. Faced with a choica mon, 1956). After imposing a suitable coherente condition - which 
between them, we sometimes select the simpler because we believe it st called regularity, but later referred to as normalizing conditions 
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- on asymptotic rules, 1 was able to show that, even after disqualifymg 
the irregular asymptotic rules, an infinity remained. This collection is 
so broad that it contains rules to license any posit whatever regarding 
limiting frequencies. More explicitly, one may arbitrariíy choose any 
positive integer n as the size of the observed sample (initiai section) ol 
the sequence A, any nonnegative integer m d n to represent the number 
of elements of the sample having the property B, and any real number 
p(0 S p S 1) as the vaiue of the b i t  of the frequency of B in A. Then, 
there exists among the regular asymptotic rules some rule $hat directs 
one to posit p as the limit on the basis of the observed frequency mln 
(Salmon, 1957a). If, for example, a million members of A have been 
observed, al1 of which have possessed the attribute B, there is an 
asymptotic d e  that licenses the posit that the limiting frequency of B 
within A is zero. Although the set of regular asymptotic rules is conver- 
gent, it is mnunifody convergent. That means that there is no finite 
integer N representing a sample size at which all of the regular 
asymptotic d e s  begin to converge. For purposes of hurnan prediction, 
this set of d e s  is as divergent - as empirically nonequivalent - as it 
could possibly be. Descriptive simplicity is not a suitable criterion for 
making a selection from that class. If simplicity is to be invoked for 
purposes of justifying an inductive rule, it must be a different sort of 
simplicity. Since it would be applicable to rules, 1 suggest that it be 
called rnethodological sirnpliciry. 1 shall return to that concept in Section 
4. 

Having noted the foregoing difficulty regarding regular asymptotic 
rules, and having taken into amun t  the fact that Reichenbach's 'correc- 
tive term' cn cannot be a function of n alone, 1 began looking at other 
variables on which it might depend. The search was facilitated by 
consideration of Carnap's continuum of inductive methods (1952). Al1 
of these methods, with the exception of the straight rule, are dependen1 
upon the language in which the evidence and hypotheses are stated. It 
seemed to me at the time - and it still does - that our inductive rules 
should be invanant across languages. For example,% switch from metnc 
units 10 English units should make no difference to the inductive re- 
lationship between the hypothesis and the experiment. Similarly, if a 
hypothesis can be articulated in German and in English, and if the 
evidence can also be described in both languages, then the degree to 
which the hypothesis is supported or undermined should be the same 
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th cases. It would be strange, indeed, if a native speaker of 

@e experimental outcome and the hypothesis into German. 

bed a rather tedious mathematical argument to show that these two 
birements constrained cn to be identically zero, thus establishing 
chenbach's rule of induction as the only acceptable rule (1963a). 
~rettably - at least from my standpoint - the argument was flawed.1° m Ian Hacking pointed out, 1 had failed to take into account the fact 
t w e  often know, not only the relative frequency of the attribute ii 

ng, 1968, esp. pp. 57-59). 
did more; he proved a general theorem, showing that the 
of three conditions - (1) cons¿sency, .(2) symmetry, and (3) 
- is necessary and sufficient to select the Reichenbach rule 

duction. The first condition, consistency, is unproblematic from my 
It is closely related to the n o r m w g  conditions (regularity 
t). It is somewhat stronger, but it is demonstrably satisfied 

ts of relative frequencies. The third condition, invariance, is 

guistic invariance. In a commentary on Camap's inductive logic, 1 
already argued for Hacking's stronger condition (1967). As we 

al1 see, it still appears to be defensible. 

hative frequency in an kitial iection óf á sequence; the posited ialue 
for the limiting frequency must be the same regardless of the order in 
which the members of the sampk occur. 1 shall retum to this require- 
ment in Sections 6-7. For 25 years, it has seemed to me an insurmount- 
able obstacle to the kind of vindication 1 had hoped to provide. 

My attempt to vindicate Reichenbach's rule of induction cannot be 
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3.  SELLARS : INDUCTION AS VINDICATION ence that the proportion [mentioned above] be specified as (approximately) the 
rtion of Ys in the examined sample K. [p. 2161 

More than a quarter of a century ago, Wilfrid Sellars pubiished "Induc- 
tion as Vindication" (1964) in which he offered his resolution of the argument involves, 1 think, a serious ambiguity. 
problem of justifying induction. At the very heart of his argument, and cally probable composition of a 
of the article (paragraph 55), there occurs a brief subsidiary argumenl refening to the combinatoriai fact 
that deserves carefui scrutiny. n P, in most subsets K (of reasonable size 

Let me begin by setting the stage. The context in which the crucial of Y in K is approximately equal to the 
argument occurs is one in which Sellars is concerned, with inferences frequency of Y in P. This fact is not in dispute; it is a conse- 
from a ñnite observed sample K of population X to an unobserved m. If you pick randomly one subset K 
ñnite sample AK of that population with respect to an attribte Y. The ubsets of specified size of P, you will probably get 
practice to be justified is to infer that the relative frequency of Y in e sample. (We shall consider the meaning of the concept 
AK is approximately the same as it is in K. Sellars maintains quite and its role in Sellars's arguments below.) 
expiicitly that he is trying to justify a practice rather than attempting alize, however, that the foregoing fact does not 
to estabiish any sort of lawful statistical generalization. More precisely, size m containing n elements with 
he wants to establish "the state of being able to draw inferences con- comes from a population P in which 
cerning the composition with respect to a given property Y of unexam- mately nlm. This probability must be 
ined ñnite samples (AK) of a kind, X, in a way which also provides an f Bayes's theorem, and to do so requires prior 
explanatory account of the composition with respect to Y of the total usion can be drawn concerning the relative fre- 
examined sample, K, of X (1964, p. 215). As 1 understand it, Sellan P.unless we are given a distribution of prior probabilities 
is making a distinction between (1) simply drawing an inference from le relative frequencies of that attnbute in that 
a frequency in an observed sample to the frequency in an unobserved e 
sample of the same population and (2) drawing an inference from is point can be illustrated by a simple example. Suppose we have 
something that explaim the frequency in the observed sample to the ck containing a million pennies, al1 but one of which are standard 
frequency in an unobserved sample of the same population. We can coins. The exceptional one is two-headed. Someone draws a coin 
now consider the cmcial argument; 1 shall quote it in full: ck and proceeds to flip it ten thousand times. 

. . . to give an explanatory account of the composition of the class K of examined Xs one 
ine the coin, nor to witness all of the 

must, logically, assert that the wmposition in question is the most statisticaily probable ty t0 learn the outcomes of ten 
composition on the basis of the íinite population (P) of Xs which are known to exist but ten tosses resulted in heads. It 
of which only the members of K have been examined. If we take the finite unexamined rranted to infer that the relative frequency of 
remainder of P as AK, so that S is approximately one. It would 

P = K + A K  J O that the relative frequency of heads 
g) randomly selected subset of ten would be 

then, since the statistically probable composition of a random sample approximates that 
of the population, the above condition logicaüy requires the acceptance of in the foregoing argument, insisted on the impor- 

r - ,  P) - rf(Y, A K) ['-' means 'approximates to'] lain the frequency in the observed sample, 
ation he adopts is essentially of a maximum 

which, in turn, logically requires the acceptance of n that "to give an explanatory ac- 
rf(Y, AK) a #(Y, K) nt of the composition of the class K of examined Xs one must, 
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l o g i d y ,  assert that the composition in question is the most statistically rs's article was published was this: Given that x is a scientist, it is 
probable composition on the basis of the finite population (P)". In spíto y probable that x is alive,15 and given that x is alive, it is highly 
of Seliars's use of such expressions as "must, logidy", maximuni able that x is a micro-organism. The reader can complete the 
likelihood explanations are not uncontroversial. For instance,.it would 
be rash in the extreme to offer as an explanation of the ten heads in  aphs (81-82) Seliars addresses the issue of infer- 
the foregoing example that the coin being tossed has two heads." A opulations: ". . . given an identificatory ordering 
much more plausible explanation of the set of ten heads in thís contexi are members of 'K [the class of al1 subclasses 
would be that it was a fairly improbable (1/1024) chwce occurrenw having m memben] 
that came about as a result of fiipping a fair min. And,'from a practical 
standpoint, it would surely be unwise to take a number close to one aa Ki,Kzi - - ,Kc, 

a betting quotient for purposes of wagering that the next toss wili be 11 ulating the class of questions 
head. 

In the abovequoted argument, Sellan appears to make use of two Does K, match the B composition of P within E? . 
transitivity relations, both of which are illegitimate. In the first place, answering them al1 in the affirmative, a majority of the answers, 
he claims that we are logicaliy required to accept properly chosen e, will be true". This much is certainly correct 

(1) $(Y, AK) -rf(Y, P) 
least for samples and populations of reasonable size). But Sellars 
tinues, ". . . we can argue 

"which, in tum, logicaliy requires the acceptance of 
al1 accept al1 the affirmative answers to the question 'Does K, match P in B within 

(2) $(Y, AK) - f (Y,  K)". 
refore since S is a random sample of P having m members, it is identical with one of 

How could (1) logically require the acceptance of (2)? As far as 1 can 
see, the justiñcation for accepting the second approximation, given tha 
first, is the assumption that the B composition of S is nlm 

refore 1 shall accept 'the B composition of P is within e of mln'". 

(3) rf(Y, P) = $(Y, K)." f nsound. Sellars begins with 

~f a=" designated a transitive relation, (2) would foliow from (1) and e examine each and every m-size sample of P 
(3); however, it is weli-known that relations of this sort (approximatc of cases if we assert that 
matching relations) are not transitive (Salmon, 1984, pp. 78-79). Bu1 tion.I6 But that is not the 
this misuse o£ transitivity is relatively imocuous compared to the sec. most part. We ordinarily 
ond.13 rve one or a few samples of the given population. If we are to 

Seliars is not claiming, after a l ,  that the frequency makeup of the ed frequencies match the 
sample must approximate that of the population, even thah of popula- ellars seems to realize, assume that the ob- 
tion P as he defines it. In order to make his argument go through, Seliam rved samples are random samples. 
is apparently relying on something like the transitivity of probabilistic A good deal of trouble is caused in Sellan's arguments by his use 
support. The argument would seem to go as follows: Given that thc the term "random". Unfortunately, it is seriously ambiguous. The 
frequency of Y in K = r, it is highly probable that the frequency of Y a footnote to the quoted passage, is "a 
in P = r r S, and given that the frequency of Y in P = r it 6, it is highly thing else is known relevant to its matching 
probable that the frequency in AK = r + E (for suitably chosen 6 and e composition of P". Another standard meaning is 

My favorite wunterexample to probabiiistic transitivity at the time a method under which al1 possible samples have an 
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equal probability of being drawn. Now Sellars's discussion of the num- 
bers of samples of a given composition from a given population ir 
pertinent if the proportion of such samples in the population reílecir 
the frequency with which they are drawn. Ignorante of bias is no(, 
however, an adequate basis for conduding that there is absence ol 
bias. For example, if the members of the population are presente11 
sequentially, and if the probability that an element possesses an attri- 
bute is not independent of the possession of that attnbute,by its predc. 
cessor, then sequential sampling is not random. ~onsider'the probabil- 
ity that a day is warm and sunny. In Pittsburgh, for example, it is fiir 
more probable that a warm sunny day follows a warm sunny day thaii 
that it follows a cold snowy day. You will not get a random samplc 
6 t h  respect to warmth and sunshine by visiting Pittsburgh for a month, 
whichever month you choose. The samples nature gives us are often 
far from random; frequently we must contrive cleverly to find random 
samples. 

The randomness issue arises again near the conclusion of Sellars'~ 1 
essay. In paragraph 86 he deals with inferences regarding an attributc 
B from the composition of a finite population P to the composition of 
a randorn sample S drawn from that population. Citing the combinn. 
torial facts discussed above, he concludes, "1 shall accept 'S matchen 
the B composition of P within E'". The problem is, how are we la 
know whether an actual sample drawn from an actual population is 
random or not? SeUars's answer seems to be that wg are entitled to 
consider any sample random if we have no knowledge to the contrary 
(1964, p. 225, n. 16). This answer constitutes an appeal to Laplace'r 
principle of indifference: two events are equaily probable if we have no 
reason to prefer one to the other. In this context Sellars is saying that 
any particular m-member sample of the population in question is just 
as likely to be drawn as any other sample of the sarne size. The principle 
of indifference has been widely criticized, and 1 am convinced that il 
cannot be sustained in the face of the well-known objectigns, the chiel 
among which is that its unbndled use leads to outright logical contradic. 
tion (Salmon, 1967a, pp. 65-68). In his theory of confirmation, Carnap 
attempted to preserve what he considered "the valid core" o£ thoi 
principle, but even a limited adoption seems to me to entail intolerable 
a priorism. 1 cannot see that Sellars has escaped these well-known 
difficulties . 
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liars's attempt to show that induction is vindication cannot be 
dered successful. 

4. CLENDINNEN'S APPEAL To sIMPLICITY 

erience and Prediction (1938, p. 355) Reichenbach remarked that 
tion of any asymptotic method in which the 'corrective term' 
identically zero would be arbitrary, but he did not elaborate." 

d, he argued that the adoption of any such rule would carry a 
r nsk of error than would adoption of his rule of induction. Later, 

1s Theory of Probability, he saw that this argument is unfounded, 
he abandoned it in favor of an appeal to descriptive simQiicity. 
his (1982), F. John Clendinnen develops an argument for a vindi- 
n of induction that hinges cruciaily on the notion of arbitrariness. 

e point of departure is a claim that it 13 irrational to believe ira a 
osition that we have arrived at by guessing. He readily concedes 
there are circumstances in which guessing is perfectly appropriate. 

se 1 am on my way to Damascus, and 1 come to a fork in the 
have no idea which fork leads to Damascus - no evidence to 

h 1 can appeal. Unfortunately, there are no inveterate liars, truth- 
ers, or anyone else for me to inteqgate. If 1 stay at the fork in the 
d 1 am iikely to die of thirst before anyone shows up. 1 must choose 

e way or the other. 1 could ñip a coin or just make a wild guess. 
would be better than no choice at all, for the arbitrary choice 
me some chance of getting to Damascus, while the absence of 

ice will surely prevent me from reaching my goal. It wouid be 
al, in these circumstances, to make an arbitrary choice, and to 
that it is the right choice. It wbuld, however, be irrational to 

ve that the road 1 choose will lead to Damascus, or even to believe 
likely than the road 1 reject to lead to ~amascus. '~ 
does al1 of this apply to the problem of induction? Clendinnen 

rs the following suggestion: 

outline the argument is that non-inductively based prediction is, if not itself a mere 
e s ,  based on a procedure which includes a purely arbitrary step. As such, non- 

predictions are no better than guesses. And it is irrational to place any more 
one guess than any oí the other guesses whidi might have been made (p. 3). 

Suppose that we have observed an initial section consisting of n mem- 
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bers of a sequence A and that we have found m of them to ction, it does provide a significant step 

Suppose also that we have no further evidence conceming the probabil 
ity that an A is a B. If we use Reichenbach's rule of induction we wil 
posit that the h i t  0f the relative frequen~y is appro~imately equal l( '5 .  CARNAP'S REJECTION OF THE STRAIGHT RULE 

mln. If, instead, we use a different asymptotic rule, we must add U 
Opossibly negative) quantity c, to the observed frequency. As we hava 'what strikes many philosophers as the reasonableness of the 
already noticed, there is a vast plethora of asymptotic rules which bent upon us to consider Camap's reasons for 
furnish a superabundante of 'corrective terms'; hence, the decision la g it. His argument is actuaily quite simple. In any case in which 
use one value instead of another is simply a blind guess. To guess whcn rved As are B, or in which no observed As are B, Reichenbach's 
you don't have to is irrational. induction would have us posit that the limit of the relative 

It rnight be objected that even the use of Reichenbach7s ' ability, is one br zero respectively. In 
induction is arbitrary. As Hume's skeptical arguments show, it m of probabilities is to serve as betting 
be said, any prediction we happen to make is just as arbitrary as to see that zero and one are unsuitable values 
other. Clendinnen would deny this claim. Reichenbach's converge ent of one would mandate a wager of a million 
argument shows that the frequency in the observed initial section next event in the sequence. Such bets would 
sequence is relevant evidence regarding the probabiiity of a given att 
bute in that sequence.lg We are, after all, investigating the behavior is his claim that statements of 
a sequence of relative frequencies, and the observed frequencies are, if true, analytic, or, if false, 
constitutive of that very sequence. Rationality requires that we uti of the correctness of the value as 
al1 of the available relevant evidence; it requires, further, that we f any other truths of arithmetic. When one has a probability 
introduce unnecessary arbitrary elements. The quantities we get unity, one can be certain that it is the correct betting quotient. 
adding a 'corrective term' to the observed frequency m uence, to protect against foolhardy betting quotients, Carnap 
occur anywhere in the sequence of relative frequencies. what might be called a "safety factor" which keeps various 
Reichenbach's rule of induction constitutes use of the nding values. It is the safety factor 
dence. However, to modify that rule by adding a 'corrective te ess that makes Carnap's probabilíties differ 
to add an element that is arbitrary. To a sound inductive procedure i would give. Users of the straight rule - 
adds an irrational guess. ion - are willing to posit probabilities 

The outcome of Clendinnen's argument is a principle that warranl they recognize full well that they cannot 
designation as the principie of methodological simplicity : dent that the posited values are truly the limiting values of the 

frequencies. A posit is by defnition something about which we 
Adopt the simplest system of predicting rules which are compatible with, and exemplific 
in, the set of known facts (p. 20). 

be certain. Rather than building the safety factor into their 
e rules, they would offer such practica1 advice as to avoid 

It is manifestly more appropriate to appeal to this concept of simplicity, large bets at unfavorable odds on the basis of probabilities 
which pertáins to the selection of rules, than to appeal either to Reichs e values are not known with great confidente. 
enbach's concept of descriptive simplicity or to his concept of inductivd 
simplicity, both of which pertain to the selection of statements or 6. TWO REICHENBACHIAN DISTINCTIONS .- 
propositions. Moreover, Clendinnen's principie, prohibiting reliance on .:. 
guesses, seems to me eminently sound. ection 2 1 mentioned the three criteria - consistency, symmetry, 

Although Clendinnen's essay does not, in my opinion, furnish a fully invariance - shown by Hacking to be necessary and sufficient for 
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justification of Reichenbach7s rule of induction. Consistency poses no r investigati~n,~' bis treatment of 
problems; it amounts to probabilistic coherente and is demonstrably nmitive knowledge from dvmced knowl- 
satisfied by ~imits of relative frequencies. The invariance requiremenl, 'we have no previous inductive results 
as 1 remarked above, corresponds to two invariance Critena 1 have knowledge the results of previous 
proPosed, namely, linguistic invariance and statistical invariana.'" inferences are available. His d e  of induction is a method for 
These two invariance requirements are, 1 think, fully justified by Clencl- knowledge, and this is what he was attempting to justify, 
innen7s principie of methodological simplicity; a violation 0f eitficr Id U s e ,  since we have no results of prkvious in&ctions 
would be a case of proscribed arbitrariness. The miterion tablish &ese factual assumptions, we are not entitled to make 
is another story. 

The reason symmetry is required, according to Hacking, is that I standpoint, the distinction between primitive 
ofien have knowledge, not only of the relative frequency of a @veii ge is probably unfounded; it is doubtful that 
attnbute in a given sample, but also of the order in which the elemenh Y such ~sychoIo@cal state as primitive knowledge exists. We cap, 
-r. Symmetry requires that the order have nothing to do ~ 4 t h  our f~llogical distinction between primitive induc- 

regarding the limiting frequency. One can devise asymptotic mlcr niles and advanced inductive methods. -tive rules are em- 
that satis9 both consistency and invanance, as Hacking has showll ductive results are available - the p e h s -  
(1968, pp. 50-51), but that differ from Reichenbach's nile S are statements o£ observed facts, but no 
m s  particular example can be mled out by Clendinnen's methodc ailowed. According to Reichenbach, al1 
logia1 simplicity principie, but 1 do not think al1 rules that viola1 vanced, are carried out by means of the rule 
symmetry can be handled quite that easily. nduction and the probability cakulus. The theorems of BernoulJi 

Depending on one's philosophical proclivities, there are vanous w B a ~ e  play prominent parts in the development of advanced induc- 
of dealing with the symmetry issue. A subjective Bayesian can sim On the frequency interpretation of probability, he argues, al1 of 
invoke exchangeabity, meaning that his or her subjective axioms and theorems are logically neceary. The d e  of induction 
with respect to an A being a B would not be any differen vides the only nondeductive element in inductive Iogic. Relying on 
of the arder of B and non-B in the sample. Reichenbach, as umptions, it provides the probability values to plug into 
frequentist, would not have admitted subjective probabiliti f ~ ~ - n ~ u l a s  of the mathematical calculus in order to get the whole 

Another approach would be to apply statisticd estima uctive enterpri~e 0ff the ground. It should be noted, by the way, 
In stating bis rule of induction, Reichenbach consistently t Reichenbach (1949, Sec. 86) offers a treatment of induhon by 
"posit", meaning something like a bet or a- wager. It is advanced knowledge. In this contea he is free to make ' 

clear whether he intended this term in the sense of an inference or of any of the tools of mathematical statistics, provided there is , . 
the sense of an estimate, but the fact that he included a margin of err ce t0 support the assumptions demanded by these :.. :: 
6 in the formulation of the mle suggests that it can properly be con 
stnied as an estimate. On this constmal, we can circumve ther fundamental distinction, nmely, be- 
try requirement by adopting the observed frequency S, of discoves, and the context of justifiahn. ~lthough 
matar. ~t h a  the sorts of virtues we would seek; it is converge mphasized its importante,= he did not, to the best of my 
additive, unbiased, and has rninimal vanance. The observed frequen , appeal to it in bis arguments conceming the justification of 
provides a sufficient statistic; the order of occurrence of the constituen ~ a o n .  We might begin by asking whether his rule of induction 
is irrelevant. rmer or the latter wntext. Clearly any decision to 

Reichenbach's objection to this approach would be, 1 be d out whether or how often they are Bs belongs in 
attention to the fact that it requires factual assumptio very. What about the inductive posit itself? m e  
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use of the mle of induction to am%e at a value to posit is also part of the arder in the sample can also be ignored as irrelev- 
the context of diwvery; at the same time, it looks like part of thf 
context of justification as well, for the posit is justified by virtue of thc 
mle of induction. Although, as 1 have argued in detail (1970), it 
possible for a given item to belong to both contexts, let US consider i t .  7. CONCLUSION 
in the first instante, as a method of discovery only.= 

suppose, then, that somehow our curiosity has been ziroused regard. ume's problem of the justification of 
ing the probabifity that an A is a B. We look at n 0f tb& AS and find 
m to be B. We might posit - i.e., guess - that the probability of an A 
being a B is about m/n. We might further hypothesize - i-e-, guess - 
that the distribution is ~ e m o u l l i a n . ~ ~  On that a~~umptibn &Out thc res5 in that 
distribution, we can calculate the size n of the Sample required t0 havc by invohg ~0miah ing  conditions (consistenq) and 
a given degree of confidente that the actual probability is within (l h"dologi~al simpficity (as a basis for invariance), but th& they did 
specified 8 of the observed frequency S,.25 OUT hypothesis maY, of the ~ h o l e  job. 1 am proposing that, in the end, ReichenbacVs 
murse, be false; the distribution may be far from Bernoullian. n distinction behveen diwvery and justification holds the Ley to 
does not vitiate our investigation, however, sin- the assumption 
itself subject to statistical testing by standard means. Thus, the SsumP- 
tion that was introduced as a hypothesis in the of disco ve^ can 
be confirmed or disconfirmed in the context of justification. 8. ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

The Bayesian approach can also employ the distinction betwee uld like to expres my sillere gratitude to Deborah Mayo for 
discovery and justfication. What the subjective Bayesian takes as and ~ n s t ~ c t i v e  8ggestions on an of personal probability the objective Bayesian can regard as a 
context of discovery. For an objective Bayesian, the guess might 

f o m  of an assumption that the sampling procedure is randa 
m s ,  toa, can be subjected to statistical tests. NOTES 

~t may seem that we run a risk of violating the requirement of tot 
evidente if we decide to ignore the order of items in the sample, b *on (19571, (1%5), (1%7a), and (1968a). 

this is not necesarily the case. The requirement 0f total evi "valent thereof, such as Keynes's prinaple of limited independent 
Russell's postulate> of sdentific inferen~e. Herbert Feigl (1949) had urged the 

requires us to take account of all available relevant evidence. W 
many have a great deal of evidence about our samples that is not t 
into account in making various inferences or estimates - e.g., 
the evidente was collected at night or during the  da^, whe 
collector's hair was blond or not, whether the study was con have discussed the propensity 

winter or some other season. Notice that such infonnation w0 
be relevant to certain investigations, but for many 0th was tbe first to spell it out 
not. Standard practice, in general, ignores much available 
otherwise statistical studies would be too compficated to 
In estimating or infemng values of limiting frequencies, 
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'O niis point was tirst made by the statistician 1. Richard Savage in disnission at tltd en F. John: 1982, 'Rational Expectation and Simplicity', in Robert McLaughlin 

Minnesota Center for the Phiiosophy of Science. ? Where? When? Why? (Dordrecht: D. Reidel Pubiishlng Co.), pp. 1-25. 
" Using Bayes's theorem, we can calculate that, in the light of the evidence that the tcn 1949, 'The Logical Character of the Principie of Induction', in Herbert 

tosses resulted in heads, the probabidity that the coin is two-headed is about 0.001. &id Seliars (eds.), Readings VI Philosophical AnoiysLr (New York: Apple- 

lZ The key principie seems to be that the frequency composition of any randomly selectril -Crofts), pp. 297-304. Originally published in Phüosophy of Science 1 

sample very probably nearly matches the frequency composition of the population. 
l3 By suitably specifying precise degrees of approximation in the three formulas, s o a 8  erbert: 1950, 'De P~c ip i i s  Non Disputandum. . .?' in Max Black, ed., Philomph- 

thing akin to bansitivity can be sakaged, though it is not actually transitivity, for "-" dys i s  (Ithaca, NY: Come11 University Press), pp. 119-56. 

does not remain univocal throughout the argument. , Ian: 1%8, 'One problem about induction',' in Imre Lakatos, ed., The Probkm 
14 The fallacy in arguments of this type was pointed out in my (1961) and (1965). ucrive Logic (Amsterdam: North-HoUand Publishing Co.), pp. 44-59. 

" At that tlme it had becn estimated that 90% of aU xientisu that ever lived were thcg an: 1980, 'The theory of probable inference: Neyman, Peirce and Braithwaite', 

alive. 1 do not know what the current percentage would be - swl fairly high 1 should 
imagine. 
l6 We shall also be easy victims of Kyburg's lottery paradox. 

Herbert Feigl made a similar point, and elaborated it somewhat more fuily, in (1949 
Actually, 1 would have preferred to go to Rome, but since, as the saying goes, u , 'Invention and Appraisal', in Robert McLaughlin (ed.), 

roads lead to Rome, that would not have constituted a suitable example. t? Where? When? Why? (Dordrecht: D. Reidel Pubiishing Co.), pp. 69-100. 

l9 It has oFten been noted, as 1 did above, that any observed frequency is &d<rcti , Karl R.: 1959, The Logic of Scientific Discovery. New York: Basic Books. 

compatible with any iimit. The issue here is not, however, deductive reievance but ra bach, Hans: 1938, Experience and Preaütion. Chicago: University of Chicago 

inductive relevante. 
" Linguistic invhance requires invariance under permutations of predicates; statistic ch, Hans: 1947, Elements of Symbolic Lo&. New York: Macmillan. 

invariance requires invariance under permutations of properties. ch, Hans: 1949, The Theory of Probabildy, 2nd ed. BerkeIey & Los Angeles: 
" At any rate, this was my longstanding objection to attempts to justify induction ty of Califomia Press. 
appeaiing to standard statistical methods. 
* See Reichenbach (1938, pp. 6-7), (1947, p. 2), and (1949, pp. 433-34). R vemty of Calífornia Press. 
Mciaughlin (1982) has argued persuasively tbat it would be preferable to c a U  these nbach, Hans: 1954, Nomological Stawents and Admisible Operatiom. Amster- 

context of hvention and the context of appraisal; however, in this historial dixussio North-Hoiiand Publishing Co. Reissued by the University of Califomia Press 

s h d  retain Reichenbach's terminology. r the title, Laws, Modnidies, and Counterfamak (1976, same pagination). 
In an unpublished manuscript, Deborah Mayo has pointed out that an exce n, Wesley C.: 1956, 'Regular Rules of Induction'. Philosophieal Review LXV, 385- 

method for disoovering and justifying a staternent about the mean score on a test 
add up ail of the scores and divide by the number of students in the class taking the Wesley C.: 1957, 'Should We Attempt to JustiQ Induction?' Philosophiml 

" One may, of murse, hypothesize a different sort of distnbution, but it, too, can 
tested statisticaiiy. wesley C.: 1957a, 'The Predictive Inference', Phüosophy of Science 24, pp. 

Reichenbach has often been criticized for failure to provide any way of establishi 
specific values for 6. , Wesley C.: 1%3, Review of John Patnck Day, Inductive Probabüity, in Phüo- 
26 In bis (1980) Hacking reünquishes his eariier position on foundatio ical Review LXXII, 392-%. 
adopts the Neyman-Pearson approach. It seems to me likely that his on, Wesley C.: 1%3a 'On Vindicating Induction', Philosopky of Science 30, 252- 

the symmetry requirement and the status of information about order yi 
be revised in consequence. Wesley C.: 1965, 'Consistency, Transitivity, and Inductive Support', Ratio W, 

. Wesley C.: 1967, 'Carnap's Inductive Logic', J o d  of Philosophy LXIV, pp. 
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